
After the Fact 
Of Poor Airway Development 



Critical Steps I Encourage 
Patients Not to Skip!

I make sure everyone I treat for sleep apnea knows how critical 
it is to nasal breathe, even at night and to reset their brains to a 
slower breathing rate with Buteyko Breathing exercises.

I encourage them all to do myofunctional therapy so their 
treatment can be less aggressive.



By middle age: 
9% of women 
24% of men

... have sleep apnea



0 = would never doze or sleep        1 = slight chance  
2 = moderate chance                       3 = high chance 

Situation               
______  Sitting and reading 
______   Watching TV 
______   Sitting inactive in a public place 
______   Being a passenger in a motor vehicle for an hour or more 
______   Lying down in the afternoon 
______   Sitting and talking to someone 
______   Sitting quietly after lunch (no alcohol) 
______   Stopped for a few minutes in traffic while driving 

_____   Total = Epworth Sleepiness Scale





CANCER
Decreased periodic oxygen results in twice the speed of growth of skin cancer tumors. 

  Severe apnea results in 4.8X the number of cancer deaths for those with cancer. 
  Moderate apnea results in 2X the number of cancer deaths for those with cancer. 
  Mild apnea results in a 10% increase in cancer deaths for those with cancer.
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Research by the AAA Foundation found that 
drowsy driving is involved in as many as:
•7% of all crashes where a vehicle was 
towed
•13% of all crashes resulting in hospital 
admission
•21% of all fatal crashes



OSA: Hidden Cause of:

Heart disease 
Stroke 
Type II Diabetes 
Weight gain 
Depression 
Atrial fibrillation (8/10) 
Bed wetters 
Frequent bathroom visits



OSA: Hidden Cause of:

Heart disease 
Stroke 
Type II Diabetes 
Weight gain 
Depression 
Atrial fibrillation (8/10) 
Bed wetters 
Frequent bathroom visits

Reflux 
Daytime fatigue  
Irritability 
TMD 
Morning headaches 
Fibromyalgia 
Erectile dysfunction 
Motor vehicle accidents



Snoring Alone

This contributes to insulin resistance and dyslipidemia.

Snoring alone changes the epithelial cells in the heart’s 
endothelium. 

70% of the time, snoring indicates some form of OSA.



Vibration of the pharyngeal soft 
tissues as air passes through an 
airway that is too small to allow for 
smooth, unimpeded flow causes 
snoring from the throat.

Snoring



Obstructive Sleep Apnea (OSA) 
occurs when the entire upper 
airway is blocked, so air flow stops.

Snoring



C-Pap (continuous positive 
pressure) is still the gold standard, 
but clients are often non-compliant. 
Besides surgery (which often 
occurs in a site remote from where 
the actual blockages are!), weight 
loss and our MAD appliances can 
replace or make CPAPs easier to 
tolerate.

Snoring



OSA: Hidden Cause of:

Heart disease & HBP 
Stroke 
Type II Diabetes 
Weight gain 
Depression & anxiety 
Atrial fibrillation (8/10) 
Bed wetters 
Frequent PM bathroom visits

Reflux 
Daytime fatigue  
Irritability 
TMD 
Morning headaches 
Fibromyalgia 
Motor vehicle accidents 
Erectile dysfunction



Diagnosis of Erectile Dysfunction

If you go into REM sleep and do not have an erection.



“Every 1 mmHg drop of arterial 
CO2 reduces blood flow to the 
brain by 2%.”  

             Haughe et al 1980 cited in Multidisiplinary      
         approaches to breathing pattern disorders  
         by Leon Chaitow, Dinah Bradley and    
         Christopher Gilbert 

More CO2 Less CO2 



Medical Healthy Breathing Norm

The number of breaths during healthy breathing is about 10-12/minute 
Each breath is approximately 500 ml 
Total healthy volume/minute = 5-6 liters

A person with anxiety  might breathe 15-20 breaths per minute 
Each breath is > 500 ml, typically 700 ml 
Interspersed with frequent yawns or sighs, a classic sign of over-breathing 
Anxious-breathers have an average breathing volume of 10-15 liters/minute



And Every Other Organ…

Blowing Off Too Much CO2

Airways constrict: resulting in asthma, snoring, rhinitis and OSA 
Poor concentration 
Most cases of ADHD clear up when OSA clears up and breathing 
normalizes 
Smooth muscle spasms 
Unbalanced pH 
Reduces oxygen release from red blood cells 
Nighttime need to go to the bathroom



Critical Steps I Encourage 
Patients Not to Skip!

Repeat: I make sure everyone I treat for sleep apnea knows how 
critical it is to nasal breathe, even at night and to reset their 
brains to a slower breathing rate with Buteyko Breathing 
exercises.

I encourage them all to do myofunctional therapy so their 
treatment can be less aggressive.



Sleep disordered 
breathing affects 
the secretion of 
urinary hormones.



Buteyko Breathing/Frolov  
Breathing Device Teaches:

How to unblock the nose 

Switch from mouth to nasal breathing 
Normalize breathing volume 

Guidelines regarding diet, stress, exercise and sleep



Would your patients snore if their 
breathing was quiet, calm, 
relaxed and easy? 

Would there be less negative 
pressure on the airway, causing 
closure if breathing were quiet, 
calm, relaxed, and easy?



“Sleep apnea patients use healthcare resources at approximately 
twice the rate of controls as far back as ten years before their 
diagnosis...”  

Source: Ronald, Kryger et al, 1997 APSS 

Hospitalization stays for patients with OSA in days is 2.8 times higher 
than those without OSA.



Bruxing occurs at the 
end of apnea events!



How Many Patients Like This  
Do You Have?



How Many Patients Like This  
Do You Have?

One small study which provided a flat 
plane splint to 20 OSA patients showed 
that it worsened the apnea in ALL cases 
when tested with follow up sleep studies 

Another study showed a 50% increase in 
AHI when a flat plane night guard was 
used on sleep apnea patients



Apnea Increases by 50%



Two At-Risk Profiles







Sleep Aids?

Many of your patients take this 
stuff; perhaps you should ask 
about it on your health history. It 
makes apnea worse.



NTSB Report: April 2009 
 
“The bus driver, Welland Lotan, was going at least 88 mph down a winding 2-
lane road in southeastern Utah when the bus began to skid off the roadway on 
Jan. 6, 2008, investigators found. Lotan, who also complained of a head cold 
and is diagnosed with sleep apnea, told investigators he hadn't slept well in 
the days leading up to the accident.” 
 
“Among the factors that supported their conclusion: the bus' internal video 
shows passengers bracing for the bus to crash while Lotan's expression 
remains unchanged.” 

HE WAS SLEEPING! 

9 PEOPLE DIED, 50 OTHERS SEVERELY INJURED







Pharyngometer



Critical Steps I Encourage 
Patients Not to Skip!

Repeat: I make sure everyone I treat for sleep apnea knows how critical it 
is to nasal breathe, even at night and to reset their brains to a slower 
breathing rate using Buteyko Breathing exercises.

I encourage them all to do myofunctional therapy so their treatment can 
be less aggressive.

☺



Expected Results

• 75% less snoring in two weeks

• Deeper sleep

• Improved energy levels

• Takes 6 months for other body systems to 
normalize



End 


